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Abstract
The symbol of the city of Mecca terrace is a scaled identification for the city of Padang Panjang in West Sumatra. The symbol is actually abstract, partial and changing. Padang Panjang, an area in the Minangkabau realm is based on Adat Bawand Syarak and Syarak Bersandi Kitabullah (ABS, BSK customary law or beliefs based on religious laws, the religious laws based on the Holy Book, the Quran). The city of Mecca terrace seems to be used as a "re-present" but is "not represented" by the concept of vague meanings or obscurism. The identity of the town which is marked either directly or indirectly has a "biased" concept and is not fully based on customary law or beliefs based on religious laws, the religious laws based on the Holy Book, the Quran (ABS, BSK). Usually the "biased" identity phenomenon arises usually during the campaign period (PILKADA) when the community selects government leaders. This paper shows how the community flexibilities in using religious signs and symbols in the campaign texts on the billboards by using cultural semiotic approach. The packaging of religious symbols was used in a lot of movements and activities of the local people. Political issues on billboards and banners culturally were "religious covered" and hidden strategically in signs and semiotic symbols. The result of this study concludes that religiously dressed symbols have been used in the concept of "affiliation" on the billboards. This shows that a "biased" identity is achieved through cultural flexibility amidst societies undergoing social changes due to globalization and localized for political purposes. The identity of the self becomes "wriggling" and the influence of another "the other" group is more powerful and influential.
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